We show that the well-known random incremental constructlon of Clarkson and Shor [14] can be adapted via gradations to provide efficient external-memory algorithms for some geomctric problems. In particular, as the main result, we obtain an optimal randomized algorithm for the problem of computing the trapezoidal decomposition determined by a set of N line scgmcnts in the plane with K pairwise intersections, that requires G($$ logMjB Q + 5) expected disk accesses (I/OS), where M is the size of the available internal memory and B is the size of the block transfer. The approach is sufficiently general to obtain algorithms for the problems of 2-d and 3-d convex hulls, 2-d abstract Voronoi diagrams and batched point location in a planar subdivision, which require an optimal expected number of I/OS and are olmplcr than the ones previously known. The results extend to a external-memory model with multiple disks.
Introduction
Thcrc is a growing interest in algorithms working on sets of data that are too large to be fit in &nterngzaI memory, and that consequently need to perform input/output accesses to eater-nel stooge devices, like disks and CD-ROMs (see 0,~. [4, 11, 19, 21, 29, 381) . These devices are roughly 10' times slower than internal memory in terms of access time. In many applications, this disparity has given rise to an input/output (or I/O) bottleneck, in which the time spent on moving data between internal and external memory dominates the overall execution time [20] . Such an I/O bottleneck is increasing in significance since the gap between the speed of (mechanical) disks versus (electronic) internal memories 1s growing, especially with more and more use of parallel computers [30] . Therefore, it is more than ever urgent to minimize the I/O communication in large-scale applications.
Computer graphics [33] as well as Geographical Information Systems [X,23] are nowadays rich sources of large-scale computational problems. Therefore, they need the design of appropriate cxtcrnal-memory techniques and data structures to cflicicntly cope with the enormous amount of spatial data which have to be searched, stored and manipulated. In Pcnnis3ion to m&e digital or hcud copies of all or pat of this work for pcmonal or claroom IIN is granted without fee provided that copies nro not mndc or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copicn bear lhi~ notice and the full citation on the first pap. To copy olhcrvksc, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lii requires prior rpcciiio permission and/or a fee.
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Copyriijlt ACM 1998 0.8979L973-4/9816...%5.00 those applications, most of the subproblems require the processing of geometric primitives, and so research on geometric algorithms in the external-memory model is important. Problems. A first goal of our paper is the design of an I/O-efficient algorithm for the segment intersecta'oms problem which consists of computing the arrangement of a set of N line segments in the plane with K pairwise intersections in an output serz.&iwe manner. Computing the intersections I/O-optimally has been posed as an open problem in [5] . A second goal is to investigate the applicability of random sampling to the design of efficient geometric algorithms in the external-memory setting, and to develop a general randomized approach suitable to solve I/O-efficiently not only the segment intersections problem, but also several 04' ,rs geometric problems (e.g. convex hulls, Voronoi diag s, point location).
We study these problems in the ezternsacal-memory rn~~eel, introduced in [38] . Here a computer consists of a processing unit, an internal memory of size i%f and an (unbounded) estemal memory which is partitioned into blocks of size B, B 5 M. Each access to the external memory transfers from/to the internal memory one block of B items (e.g., integers, pointers, characters). The goal is to design algorithms which take advantage of the block transfer and thus exhibit locality ofrefemnce. The complexity of an algorithm is evaluated in this model by providing asymptotical bounds for the total number of disk accesses (I/OS) performed by the various operations, and for the number of internal og erations executed (CPU time) . For the sake of presentation we adopt the notation n = N/B, m = M/B, k = K/B.
problems like 3-d maxima and 2-d conves hull. Furthermore, the approaches are not easily estensible to ot,her geometric problems, like the segment intersection problem in which we are interested.
Recent. results [ll, 35, 171 have shown a close relationship between parallel algorithms and esternal-memory algorithms, so that it is natural to look at the work on parallel geometric solutions to see if some of those results can be adapted to work efficiently in the external-memory model. The parallel algorithms cited above for the segment intersections problem are based on random sampliag (the one in [2] is obtained via derandomization), and follow a divide-andconquer approach (originated in [14] ) in which a random sample is used to divide the problem into subproblems that are t,hen solved independently. The main Wculty which arises t&h t,his approach is t,he need to bound the total size of the subproblems; as a result, some problem-dependent tricks are usually needed to achieve optimal results--lie f;Ztiring [32] (also called pruning) and we&x-accounting [S] . The necessity of bounding t,he subproblems size was overcome in [13] by limiting the divide-and-conquer appro:wh to only one level of recursion and using suboptimal algorithms for t,he induced subproblems. Among these parallel approaches, only bhe algorit.hm in [32] has been adapted so far to work in external memory by Goodrich et al. 1211 thus achieving I/O-optimal solut,ions for the 3-d ha&pace intersection problem (hence for 3-d convex hull and 2-d Euclidean Voronoi diagrams, see comments above).
Another approach based on random sampling is the random incremental construction, RIG (also originated in [14] ). This approach adds the objects (e.g. segments) one at time, S, = S,-l U {s], w&h t,he choice made at random, and updates the arrangement 7(Si) at each step accordingly. Although the RX approach does not have the problem of controlling the total size of the subproblems, it is inherently sequential in its original formulation. However, there is a natural way to parallelize it using a gmdation, that is, a geometrically growing random sequence of subsets of the input objects, So C m-s C Sl = S. In this case, 7(Si) is constructed from 7($-l) by adding the objects in S<-S+1. Gradations have been mostly used to build data structures, as in the work of hlulmuley [27] and hlulmuley and Sen [ZS] (in fact, each lwel of t,he gradation is constructed from scratch using a regular RIG algorit,hm). Chazelle [S] and Brijnnimann et al. [7] used a gradation approach as an intermediate step to derandomize the incremental construction of conves hulls, and this was followed by Amato et al. [2] to devise a parallel algorithm. The RIG approach with gradations has not received much attention otherwise, perhaps because sequentially it provides no advantage over the standard RX algorithms, and in parallel it gives only expected bounds while there the emphasis is most often on high probability bounds.
Our Results. We show that the RX approach can be adapted via grudations to provide a randomized incremental technique for esternal memory that results in espected I/O optimal algorithms for several geometric problems. The algorithms are also optimal in the esTected number of internal operations performed (CPU time). By a suitable choice of the parameters of the gradation, the incremental step from 7(S+1) to 7(Si) can be performed by using efficient iuternal memory algorithms together with simple I/O efficient, procedures-like straightforwaxd movement of data in blocks or, in the most sophisticated case, esternal-memory sorting routines [29] .
As the main result, we obtain a4 I/O-optimal randomized algorithm for the segment intersections problem that requires O(n log, n+ I;) expected I/O operations. Since the algorithm necessarily computes the pair&e inters&ions among the input segments, this settles a question posed in [5] . The algorithm can also be adapted to handle degeneracies (particularly, to achieve output sensitivity with respect to the number of actual intersection points, not of pair&e intersections).
Our technique allows also to design algorithms r1it.h optimal esTected I/O-bounds for the problems of 2-d and 3-d convex hulls, 2-d abstract Voronoi diagrams and babched point location in a pkmar subdivision. Although I/Q-opt,imal algorithms for these problems are already available (but for 2-d Voronoi diagrams, only the Euclidean case), our RIC approach via gradations re P resents a uniform and simpler solution to those problems.
Our algorithms apply to all values of the model paxamcters B and M and problem size N. Some steps of t.he algorithms are only needed to cope mit,h estreme values of M, IV and B, e.g., B 5 M/log2M and logn 2 (iVB)'l".
For practical values of N, Al, and B, an implementation would require only modules that are, for example, available in LEDA ([25] ), TPIE ([36, 37] ), and LEDA-SM ([15] ), namely optimal internal memory algorithms for trapezoidal dwompositions, point location in trapezoidal decompositions, and topological sorting of graphs, and optimal external-memory algorithms for building, scanning, and sorting lists.
Finally, our results also estend to the esternal-memory model with D disks, in which an I/O-operation can brnnsfer D disk blocks simultaneously, one for each disk. It wcma likely that the approach is also efficient for a model with multiple CPU's and multiple disks.
Basic Preliminaries.
The R.IC approach is valid with great generality within the framework of coafigwata'om fipaccs [14, 271. However, for the sake of simplicity, the prescntat,ion in Sections 2, 3 and 4 is restricted to the problem of computing t.he trapezoidal decomposition of an arrangement of N segments with K(S) pairwise intersections. This decomposition is obtained by estending each segment endpoint and each intersection point between segments vertically upward and downward until it hits a segment; the trapezoids are the resulting connected regions of the plane. Given a subset R C S of segments (objects), the set of resulting t.rapczoidti (cells) is denoted by T(R). For g E 7(R), S, denotes thosa The external-memory RIC approach also extends to other higher dimensional problems like conves hulls, hyporplano arrangements, etc. However, in those cases, the need for a aorling step leads to algorithms with I/O bounds which are Ruboptimal by-a factor O(lig,a). For simplicity of esposition and importance/applicability of achieved results, me prefer to limit our prcsentation to the lower dimensional problems. probability p.2 Note that f(p, S) = p]S] fp2K(S) is the expected size of T(B) for a p-sample S (for simplicity of presentation, throughout we ignore multiplicative constants). Thcro arc two main properties of thii sampling process that are relevant to the analysis of the algorithms [14, 12, 271. First, the average conflict list size is at most l/p. More prcclsoly, for a constant C > 0:3 Second, the deviation of the conflict list size is O(log s) with htgh prohabilitg, More precisely, for s 1 pN, given c > 0 thcra is C > 0, such that with probability at least 1 -l/s":
The size function f (p, S) = plSl + p2K(S) is also valid for the other problems we will investigate, by setting K(S) = 0. Though somewhat greater generality is possible, the final analysis that w present in Appendix B is restricted to this function. For the optimal algorithms under general conditions, the concept of a (l/r)-cutting for S is needed [lo, 24] :4 A decovnposition of the underlying space into a set T of da%-joint cello such that ma&eT NC < N/r. In particular, the following fact is used (see Appendix A.2 for more details):
l?oct 1.1 There is a randomized algorithm that, given a set S of N objects, constructs a (l/r)-cutting for,!? of size O(r"), requiting O(p.'N) expected operations, where c is a small conotaat depending on the problem. Cantonto, In Sections 2 and 3 we present the BIG approach via gradations and its implementation in the external memory model, using the segment intersection problem as a concrete example. In Section 4 we describe simpler algorithms under restricted but practical conditions. In Section 6, we describe the changes needed to include other applications and state some of them. In the last section, we indicate the extension to multiple disks. In the Appendix, state some additional facts on sampling in configuration spaces, provide the analysis for the RIG approach via gradations, and for the segment intersection problem give some algorithmic details omitted in the main part.
RIC via Gradations
We present the FUC approach via gradations using the segment intersection problem as a concrete example, for the aalo of simplicity. The extension to other problems will be clear, except that some problem dependent details will have to be provided in each case (e.g. clean-up in Step 3). To zTho sampling result in Appendix A.1 also hold in the sampling model where a subset R of size P = pN is chosen at random among all subsets of that size. Therefore, the complexity of our algorithms also hold in that model. 3A more gcncral version is actually needed in the analysis and rovlawcd In the Appendix A.1.
IAs shown ln Sections 4.1 and 4.2, making use of the high probability bound in Eqn. (2), the use of cuttings in our algorlthmo can be avoldcd for a large, and practically reasonable, range of values of the parameters N, B, M. In these cases, we can obtain a consldorably simpler (practical) algorithm that achieves optimal I/O bounds. Thus, cuttings are a useful tool only for our thcorctical rcault.
facilitate the presentation we use the following additional notation: Given a set of objects X and a set of cells T, we write T[X] to denote the set of con&% lists X, for u E T, and write IT[X]l to denote xPET IXel.
Gradation
The algorithm is a variant of the FUC approach [14] and follows [S, 71. Given parameters p and /.J', it chases a sequence O=So~S1~... ~Sl-,~Sl=S of subsets of S, called a gradation, where S+r is a (l/p)-sample from Si for i < 1 and SI-1 is a (l/p')-sample from St = S5 Then, it iteratively constructs the decomposition 'T(Si), for all i, 1 5-a' < 1. At the beginning of the 6th round, the decomposition Ti-1 = T(Si-1) and its conflict liits Ti-l[SI are available (initially, Se = 0 and thus To consists of a single "unbounded" cell with conflict list S), then the algorithm constructs the new decomposition Ti = T(Si) by using Ti-1 and Ti-r[Sl. We refer to the ir-th round as the last round, and to all the others as early rounds. Let & be Si -Si-1, the set of objects added in the Cth round, and for each cell cr E Ti-1, let I?+ be the subset of the objects in Ri which are conflicting with CT. Because of the random sampling, the sets Ri,, will be well balanced on the average. More precisely, for early rounds, the average is at most 12, and for the last round is at most p' (recall Eqn. (1)).
A Round
The i-th round computes Ti and Ti[ZJ'I in three steps:
1.
2.
3.
Intermediate decomposition: For each u E Ti-1, identify Rip by s canning S, and taking from it the segments which belong to a. Clexm-up:* Obtain Ti and its conflict lists T<[SI from T/ and its conflict liis T/M. Observe that T E Ti can be chopped into pieces T n IY, for u E Ti-1. So we need to stitch together r corn its pieces ma and also build its conflict list from the conflict lists of its pieces.'
5The need for two parameters will become clear when discussing the external-memory implementation.
sIf IIi&,l is O(1) then a nonoptimal polynomial algorithm would suffice here. In our &err&-memory implementation, [R.+[ is relatively large and we will require that an optimal internal memory algorithm be used.
'Although it holds here, for other applications the cells determined by X when restricted to D are not necessarily the cells determined by X, without the restriction, intersected with Q. 8We need to recover T(Si) so that we can apply the sampling results for Si with respect to S. If the clean-up is not performed, then we could only use the sampling results locally in each cell for Si with respect to Si-1, and we cannot prove optimality (although the algorithm might still be optimal).
gThis is not the case for other applications; that is, in general +r E Ti cannot be recovered from pieces r il CT. This step is very problem dependent. For simplicity, here as well & in later analysis, we-ignore multiplicG5ve constants in the bounds. The stew are imnlemented so that: fil in
Step 1, an optimal alg&ithm is ised, re uirmg a m&ber of operations at. most to(X) = 1x1 log 1x7 + K(X); (ii) in
Step 2, the initial search requires O(log IR+l) operations, and the walk to determine the conflicts requires a number of operat.ions proportional to the number of conflicts found; and (iii) Step 3 requires a number of operations proportional
The lasb round is simpler in t,hat Step 2 is not needed at. all, and in Step 3 no con%ct liits are computed. In the esyrcssion above for t.he cost, only the first two terms are needed (note t,hat Rl,,, = So). In Appendis B, the espectation of the total number of operations performed by the algorithm is computed for f(p, S) = p/Sl + p2K(S), thus showing t,he following. Theorem 2.1 The RIG appronch wia gradations solves the tmpezoidal decomposition problem using an optimal eqected number of operutions O(N log N + K).
Algorithm in External Memory
Recall the notation m = Mf 3, n = N/B and b = K/B. We present an I/O-efficient implementation of the algorithm in the previous section. First, as a technical point, we assume that. the gradation is constructed before the algorithm starts, so that for each object s E S there is an associated tag that indicates t,he round in which it is inserted. The tag is carried by each copy of s (in each confict list) so that, in the 6th round, the sets h$,, can be easily determined by a scanning of the conflict liits S.. This is important in an efficient csternal memory implementation where we cannot assume random access to data.
The choice of parameters p and ,u' is done as follows: p=m Ii2 and p' = mas{B, ,M"2}. Therefore, the expected number of levels in the gradation is I = O(log,(N/$)) = O(log,n)."
The main observations that lead to an I/O efficient. implementation are:
(i) The choice of ~1' implies t.hat f(l/$,S) = O(f(S)/B). As a result, in the i-th round, the algorithm does not need to handle Ti-1 in an I/O-efficient manner: even incurring one I/O per operation of the internal memory algorithm is acceptable. Only the last round must handle Ti = Tl in an loThis also holds with high probability 1 -l/n=, since n(l/p)('+') '% n = l/n").
I/O-efficient manner, but then this is aided by the knomledgc of Tl-1.
(ii) The choice of p implies that in each early round the average size of T, is at most $ = M/B (since the averngu size of a,, is at most p). Therefore, ignoring drviabion!q, Tfl can be computed in internal memory and one block of memory allocated for each cell of T& The latter fact allow the confiict lists to be written in an I/O-efficient manner. Similarly, in the last round, the choice of p' implies that, also ignoring deviations, the average size of RI,, = S, iu at most $. If B2 5 M t,hen p' = Ml/" and an optimal internal memory algorithm can be used to construct !G. If B2 > M then ,u' = B and an I/O-opt.imal esternol-memory algorithm that can handle small inputs of size loss t,han B is required.
To simplie the presentation, we describe t.he algorithm in two stages. First, we ignore the deviations from the average values of II&l and describe an algorithm that performs an optimal number of I/OS. Specifically, we wiumc Il?,+l 5 ~1 for i < I and lEz~,~l 5 p'. Then, using a rc!finement approach of Chazelle and Friedman [lo] , we obtain an algorithm that always works, at the cost of complicating t,he algorithm. In the nest section, we will show bhat t.he original simpler but incomplete algorithm actually leads t,o an algorithm with optimal I/O bounds under cerbain reasonable conditions on N, M and B.
Ignoring Deviations
We discuss the I/O operations needed in each of the t.hrcc steps of the basic algorithm when implemented in es&ma1 memory. We will refer later to this as Algorithm I. The number of internal memory operations remains as analyzed in the previous section. As before, to simplie t.he equations, we ignore multiplicative constants.
Step 1. Each cell u E Ti-1 in turn and its conflict list Sfl are loaded into internal memow, so that a,, is det,erminc?d by checking the tags, and T, = 7(&,,) is computed. Sinw the size of T, is at most p2 5 M/B, then it can be computed by an optimal internal memory algorithm without performing any I/OS. Thus, the number of I/OS required by thitl step is:
OETi-1
Step 2. Since IT,1 < m2 = M/B, by assumption, me can reserve in internal memory a buffer of size B for each ccl1 7 E T,. The conflict lists T,[Sj for u E Ti-1 are computed by scanning S, and walking through Tc in internal memory. As a conflict of s with some 7 is determined, it is written into the buffer corresponding to 7. As a buffer becomes full, it is written to ester& memory. In this way, the number of I/OS is proportional to the size of the scanned and ret*urncd conflict lists, divided by B. Therefore, the number of %/OS required by this step is:
+ IT'1 + ITi-5 7 IK%Al + IT,!I,
Step 3. We have the intermediate decomposition T,' and need to determine the decomposition Ti. As noted earlier, a trapezoid r E TI can be chopped into pieces r n 0, for a E Tt-1, To achieve optimal bounds, the stitching of pieces r n g hss to be performed using a number of I/OS proportional to the total number of blocks of size i? required to hold the conflict lists T:[,S'j, and the resulting conflict liits T#'J, Achieving this goal presents some difficulties because WQ cannot afford to use sorting;" still we can do it in an I/O eikicnt manner. The idea is to traverse the decomposition T{-1 following a linear ordering consistent with the partial ordering between trapezoids induced by their vertical adjacencics. The linear ordering is obtained by topoZogs'caZZgr ,wwLing the partial order. A difficulty is that we do not lcnow how to perform this operation with a "linear" number of I/OR, that is, IT+ll/B, Fortunately, ITi-is "small", and ono can afford to use an optimal internal memory algorithm that has a bad I/O performance (it could even perform one I/O per internal memory operation). As Ti-1 is traversed, the chopped trapezoids of Ti are put together by maintaining a list of those that cross the right vertical boundary of the trapezoid in T+1 currently considered, and matching thii Ilst to the list of chopped trapezoids in Ti that cross the left vortlcal boundary of the adjacent trapezoid in Ti-1 when it comes under consideration. Further details are given in Ap- Essentially, Steps l-3 require an I/O-eficient handling of the conflict lists Ti-I[,!$ T/[Sl; that is, we need to devise oxtcrnal-memory algorithms that manage them by executing a number of I/OS which is proportional to their sizes divided by tho bloclr size B. On the other side, the implementation of Steps l-3 allow us to handle in an I/O-ineficient vray the decompositions Ti-1, Tl and Ti; that is, we GUI design incficient external-memory algorithms that manage those decompositions by executing a number of I/OS which ia proportional to their whole size.
The Last Round. The goal is now to compute the final decomposition ZJ = T(S) from !&I. We recall that Sl-1 is a (l//A')-sample from S, and we assumed that ]RI,~] 5 ,u'. Wo need an optimal algorithm that handles the small case, that io, it computes T(S) for IS] < II' 5 M requiring tr(s) = (]s]/n) log,(]S]/B) -I-K(S)/B I/OS. This is trivial if K(S) = 0 because we can use an internal-memory algorithm that require linear space. But when K(S) # 0, 11S~o Section 6 for further discussion, T(S) might not fit in internal memory at once and a proper optimal external-naemory algorithm is needed. Such an algorithm can be obtained again using sampling: Take a sample of size a, compute its decomposition using an internal memory algorithm, compute its conflict lists, compute each of the resulting subproblems again in internal memory, and finaily put together the result. Further details are given in Appendix C.
1.1 For each trapezoid o E Z-1, compute its decomposition T, according to the segments Rl,, = S, using the small size case algorithm, since ]&] = NV ': p' < hf.
1.2 Obtain T(S) ikom the collection T,, for all CT E TI-1.
Thus, Step 1.1 takes O((NO/B)logm(Na/B) 9 K,/B) I/OS on each 0 E Tl-1. Summing over all the trapezoids ~7 E Tl-1, and taking expectation, it is shown that the expected number of I/OS is O(nlog,n + k).12 Step 1.2 is indeed exactly the same as Step 3 of the 6th early round (above), with the further simpliication that now there are no conflict liits to merge. We therefore just need to stitch appropriately the trapezoids in the collections To's, for Q E TI-1. Hence, the I/O-cost of Step 1.2 is IT:_, [S)/B + I!& I.
Finally, using the analysis for the basic algorithm (Ap pendix B), with f(p, S) = p]S] +p2K(S), the following theorem is obtained. Note that by ignoring the deviations and then proceeding with the analysis, we are actually assuming that the internal memory can accomodate Ri,,, its decomposition and corresponding buffers independently of its deviations.
Theorem 3.1 Let us assume that the internal memory can always aceomodate R.+, its dewrnposition TV and the corresponding IR+I bufiers of size B. Then Algorithm I solves the trapezoidal decomposition problena using O(n logm n+k) expected I/OS, which 8 optinml The algorithm can be modified so that it handles degeneracies while still achieving an optimal I/O bound: O(n log, m +i) where i = I/B with I the number of intersection points (which can be much smaller than the number of pairwise intersections). See Appendix C for details.
Handling Deviations
Now we show how to remove the assumptions made on IR+l, and cope with its detiats'ons. Specifically, this is achieved by using a refinement approach of Chazelle and Fkiedman [lo, 241 ( see Fact A.2 in Appendix A.2 for de tails). For i < I, the idea is to construct using Fact 1.1, for each LT E !I"'-12 a (l/t,)-cutting T' for &,, restricted to cr, where tu is the excess of u (i.e., t,, = ]R+]/p).
Since each cell r E T' satisfies the desired constraint on the size of its conflict lii, we can apply to it the Steps 1 and 2 of the i-th round in Algorithm I. Then, to take care of the independent reilnement performed by the cutting process on each cell u E Ti-1, we perform two levels of clean-up; both levels are similar to Step 3 in Algorithm I. The first cleanup obtains TC and T,[q from the Tr's and T,[Sl's with r E T!, and the second one obtains the final decomposition Z = 'T(S) and its COXI%& lists Z[s] from T; and Tl[q.l' Similarly, for the last round.
"Using Equation (4) in Appendix A.1 with g(z) = W@ %7z wa.
r31n some other applications, e.g. 3-d halfspace intersection, the clean-up can be easily performed in one level.
Complete 6th round algorithm.
The modified algorithm for the i-t.h early round (i.e., i < I) is described below. For simplicity of esyosition, we also specify between square brackets the small changes which are needed to get the modified last round. We will refer to this algorithm as Algorithm H. Note that Step 2.1 uses an algorit,hm for the special case N 2 M which is described in Appendix C. 
Obtain T0 = 7(&,,) and its conflict lists T,[S'l from t.he collection of Tr's and t,heir conflict lists T,[Sj, where T E &. [In the last round, we just obtain T,.] 3. Obtain Ti and its conflict liits Ti[S] from the intermediate decomposition Ti and its con%ct liits T![S& [In the last round, we just obtain Tl = T(S).]
Steps 2.1-2.3 are just like the corresponding Steps l-3 of Algorit,hm I, and Step 3 here is like the corresponding
Step 3 there. From Fact 1.1, t,he size of a (l/&)-cutting for S, is O(tz) and t.he expected number of required operations to conskuct it is O(tzh$). Consequently, it turns out to be essential for the overall I/O-efficiency of our complete algorit.hm that on the average tz behaves as a constant when multiplied by iV,C, by ]li'+] and by CreT, N,. More precisely, the following relations can be proved using Eqn. (4). The important point is t,hat the upper bounds on the right are the same as for the quantities on the left without the t,, factors. Here Ei and Ei-r,i denote expectations over the random choices of Si, and of both S&r, Si respectively (see Appendis B).
Fact 3.2 The following relations hold for f(S) = ISI + Ii-(S):
These relations allow us to prove t,hat, within a constant factor, the I/O cost of Algorithm H is the same es for Algorit,hm I. We verify this for the i-th round below.
Step 1. By Fact 1.1, the decomposition TV (and its conflict lists with i?+) has size O(tz) and is computed in e. and e = 1, we infer that one can also &ford to compute the conflict liits by brute force.
Step 2. From Fact 3,2(i-iii), we conclude that the I/O bounds obtained for Steps 1-3 of the Algorithm I also apply to Steps 2.1-2.3 of Algorithm H. In fact, by Fact 3.2(iii), the overall conflict lists Sr are not larger than the S,'s within a constant factor.
Step 3. This is the same as Step 3 of Algorithm I, so its I/O-bound also applies here. Theorem 3.3 Algorithm H solves the trapezoidal decomposition problem using O(nlog, n -I-k) qected I/OS, which is optimal.
Simplified Algorithms Under Practical Conditions

First Version
We want to obtain an algorithm that achieves the optimal I/O bounds but does not make use of cuttings. We can achive thii goal under some conditions on the parameters N, M and B that hold for current computers and applications. Recall that Algorithm I performs an optimal espected number of internal operations and that, under certain assumptions, it also performs an optimal expected number of I/OS. We modify Algorithm I as follows when esecuted on an internal memory of size M: (i) the gradation parameters we P = m'/"/C and ,u' = M/(C' log Mlogn), where C is determined by Eqn. (2) with c = 2; (ii) if at a given round ]&,m]2 > m, then it performs I/OS as necessary to access data that does not fit in internal memory (up to one I/O per internal memory operation); (iii) the small size case is N 5 M/C log M and the algorithm used is the one described in Appendix C.2 (without the use of cuttings as the resultming subproblems have size at most a).
Let us call this modified version Algorithm I'. The following theorem establishes conditions for N, M, B under which Algorithm I' performs, within a constant factor, the same espected number of I/ON as Algorithm I. Lemma 4.1 Algorithm I' solves the segment inte~stxtion problem using an opt&nab tqmxtd number of I/08, under the conditions mas(B, 2 logm} 5 TZ, B _< M/log* M and logn 5 m114.
Proof. First, note that ,IJ' 2 1 because log n 5 M/C log M is weaker than the assumption logn 5 m"". For the i-t.h round, let us denote by I: (resp. Ii) the espected number of I/OS performed by Algorithm I (resp. Algorithm I'), and let B'i be the espected number of internal operations performed. If pi is the probability that the assumptions do not hold during the 6th round (i.e., the probability that the algorithm start,s executing an I/O per internal momory operation), then Ii 5 Ii + pi1K. Then, adding over all the rounds, I' < I + J"J. PiVr'i 5 I f oBIm=i pi, wvhero (Y = log N/ log, n (u&i = n log, n+k and W = N log N-t-K). So we onlv need to establish the conditions under which masg pi 5 !l/aB holds, and then .I' = O(I) mill follow.
Notice that 1 -pi (resp. 1 -~1) is the probabilit*y that IR+l 2 7d4 (resp. ]Rl,c1] 5 M/Clog M). Since Si-1 is a (l/p)-sample (resp. (l/p')) from Si, using Eqn. (2) with c = 2, we obtain that ]&I 5 Cplogs (resp. I&,,] 5 Gp' logs) with probability at least 1 -l/s*, provided that s 2 ]Si]/p. Using the assumption B 5 n and setting s = mas.(n, B} = 72, it suffices to enforce Cp log Y 5 ml/l, U/L' lago C M/Clog M and l/n 5 l/o! to guarantee that the constr&t on I&,,] fails with probability at most l/aB. These conditions hold under the additional assumptions logn $ mild and 2 logm 5 n (since 1ogN < 2 logn because Bsn), Still, we need to check that the choice of ,u' does not affect the optimality of the algorithm because the sire of Tl-r becomes too large (since we allow a number of I/OS linear In the sire of !I'& So we need N/p' -i-K/pf2 5 C'(nlog, n+ k) or, splitting into two inequalities, B 5 Cp'log, n and B 5 672/~'2, This holds with the additional condition B 2 M/log2 M (together with logn 5 M'i2 which is weaker than logn 5 ml/").
Pinally, the small size case N s M/Clog M does not need to use cuttings because for a sample of sire a, each of the trapezoids in its decomposition have conflict list sire at most C( M/C log M) log M/m = &? with probability at least l/2, so we can repeat the sampling until a good one is obtained. n The conditions 2 logm 5 n and B < M/ log2 M are waker than the others for practical values. does not fit in the memory of size M, because then it could need even one I/Q per internal memory operation. Thaorom 4.2 Algorithm I" solves the segment intersection problem using an optimal eqeeted number of I/OS, under the conditions max{B, 2 logm} 2 n, B 5 M/log2 M and lagn 5 (MB)"'.
Proof, l?act 3.2 is used to conclude that reducing the size of the buffers to b, does not aifect the expected number of I/OS performed by Step 2. Therefore, as long as the internal memory can hold a,, and its decomposition, that is as long o.a I%oI 4 M ri2, the expected total number of I/OS is equal to that for Algorithm I within a constant factor.
The effect of ]B+] < M'j2 not holding is analized following an argument sir&n to that for Lemma 4.1. We want U/J log 8 4 M'12 (in the early rounds) and C,u' logs 2 M/Olog M (in the last round), where s = max(B,n) = n. From the first requirement, we 6nd the condition logn < ~~b$;;. E (MB) 'i4. The other conditions remain as in
The last condition is a considerable improvement over the one in Lemma 4,l for Algorithm I'. The conditions hold for the values of N, M, B in current computers and applications; e.g. if B = 8Kb and M = 64Mb, they hold for N greater than 64Mb and as large as 2600. The RIG approach via gradations extends to many other problems in the framework of coniiguration spaces [14, 271. The outline of the basic algorithm is the same as that in Section 2. In most cases the resulting algorithm is optimal in the expected number of (internal) operations performed. The external memory implementation is also just as outlined in Section 3 (Algorithms I and H). Only the Clean-up Step requires some additional comments. This is a very problem dependent step. In general, it requires some data movement that must be performed efficiently in the number of I/OS required. However, operations lie integer sorting, connectivity, and graph traversal that can be performed using O(X) operations in internal memory cannot be performed with 0(X/B) I/OS in external memory [ll] . Unfortunately, in some applications these expensive operations cannot be avoided and they are therefore implemented in external memory by means of a sorting step which takes sort(X) = (X/B) log,(X/B) I/OS to sort X items on the disk [29] . Therefore, in those cases, we have that in addition to the linear cost needed in the case of trapezoidal decomposition, Step 3 needs also a sorting step for T/. Thus, the following term must be added to the I/O-complexity of that step sort c IT!!1 =sort(lTi'I).
( 1 GETiNote that this cost involves the decompositions, not the conflict lists which are not involved in the sorting.
This sorting cost in the Clean-up step is acceptable in the applications where f(S) = [S] and the corresponding desired I/O bound is nlog, n. Although the R.IC approach via gradations extends to other problems like higher dimensional convex hulls and hyperplane arrangements, the bound that can be achieved is a factor log, n away from optima&y because a sorting step seems necessary. In the next section we describe some problems for which the resulting algorithm is optimal.
Other Applications
We state the problems and results. Details are omitted in this extended abstract.
Theorem 5.1 The 3-d halfspace intersection problem is solved optimally by Algorithm H executing O(n log, n) expected I/OS, and t&rag O(NlogN) eqected CaterPad operations. Under the conditions B 5 n and logn 5 (MB)'12, the optimality is also achieved by the simpler Algorithm I".
By standard geometric transformations [18] , this also solves the 3-d convex hull and 2-d Euclidean Voronoi diagram problems. Clearly, a somewhat simpler algorithm also solves the 2-d convex hull problem.
In the batched planar point location one is given a set S of N interior disjoint edges that define a decomposition of the plane into regions, and for each point in a set P of h' query points one must determine the region that contains it. This result has already been solved optimally by Arge et al. [5] . Theorem 5.2 Algorithm H so6ve.s the batched planar point location problem using O((n + k) log, n) expected I/OS, and ta.king O(N log N + K) expected internal operations. Under the conditions B 5 n and logn 2 (h4B)'12, the optima&y is also achieved bg the simpler Algorithm I".
Abstract Voronoi diagrams were introduced in [22] . We can deal n5Jit.h a subset of them considered in [3] that still includes a large number of concrete esamples, e.g. Voronoi diagrams of line segments (t,he important point is that there is a cell decomposit.ion). I/O-operations, see [29] . We modif;v our algorit,hms such that the conflict lit of ever; trapezoid spreads nearly evenly over the disks. This reqmres the following changes to steps two and three. We maintain a global buffer area of size DB in main memory. In step two we reserve as before a buffer area of size B for each t,rapezoid. When t,he buffer of a trapezoid is full, we write the block to t,he global b&&r area, and when the global buffer area is full, we choose a random permutation 7r of the integers 1 to D and write the i-th block in the global buffer area to disk n(i). This guarantees that the cotict list of every trapezoid spreads nearly evenly over the disks (assuming the conflict list size is R(DB log D)) [6] . The conflict liits in step three are handled in a similar way.
Step bhree requires to topologically sort 571-l. This may require an I/O-operations for every internal operation. We therefore set $ = max(DB log D, h11i2) (the log D factor is so that conflict list sizes are Q(DB log D)) and obtain an I/O-bound of O(N,'(DB) log,(N/(DB)) + K/(DB)).
It seems likely that our approach is also efficient for a model with multiple disks and multiple CPUs; such as the models in [17,3S] . Steps one and two parallelize trivially by working on p trapezoids concurrently, where p is the number of CPWs.
Step 3 is more difficult to parallelize. If Tl-1 is sufficiently small, topological sorting may be performed wit.h a single processor. Ot,herwise, since Tl-1 is a planar graph, it follows from the planar separator theorem that Tl-1 can be divided into about p pieces of size ITI-, l/p each by removing no more than dm adjacencies between trapezoids. We assign each piece to a single processor and let the processor do the clean-up across adjacencies within the piece. We t,hen do the clean-up across all removed adjacenties on a single processor. ils long as jTi-ll/p 2 dm or p 5 Ix--l11f3 this should result in perfect speed-up. 
A Sampling in Configuration Spaces
A,1 Sampling
We consider geomctrlc problems formulated in terms of objects nnd cells, A set S of objects determines a decomposition (of the undorlylng space) into cells, T(S). These objects and cells are assumed to form a configuration space satisfying the bounded 
Ths left hand side of Eqn. (4) is a functional average of the conflict list slzcs, and thus this equation indicates in a strong sense that tho average conflict list size is at most l/p. Using g(Z) = 2 in Eqn. (4), YIG obtain Eqn. (1).
A.2 Cuttings Fact 1.1 is mell knorvn but vie sketch the proof as the procedure is essential in our optimal algorithms. Proof. Let D be so that z objects determine O(sD) cells (bounded degree property). Obtain apsample R from S, vtithp = (Cr)2/N and compute T(R) and its conflict lists. This takes O(r2DN) time using brute force (there are at most O(r20) cells to check). Repeat until no conflict list is greater than IS [/r. From Eqn. (2) , lvith probability at least l/2, m&x&T(R) N-5 [Sl/r. Thus, the expected number of trials is O(1) and, hence, the expected number of operations required for the construction is O(r2DN). n Optimal size cuttings. Neither the bound on the average of Eqn. (1) nor the bound on the deviation of Eqn. (2) are sufficient in our applications. Fortunately, there is the folloting result due to Chazelle and Friedman [lo, 241. Again, vie In this section pie analyze the number of operations executed by the RIG via gradations. For the purpose of analysis, we look at the computation either from a backward or from a forrsard point of vievl. In the former case, S+1 is seen as a (l/p)-sample from Si for i < 1 and as a (l/p')-sample for i = 1, and this implies that Si is a qi-sample from S where qi = l/~'/.$-'-~.
In the latter case, Si is obtained from Si-1 by adding a pi-sample & taken from S -Si-1, vrhere pi satisfies qi = qi-1 + (1 -q;-l)p; (i.e. pi = (qi -qi-I)/(1 -qi-I)). Note that pi M qi. In the analysis, vie use Ei to denote the expectation for sampling Si from S, and Ei-1.i to denote the expectation for sampling Si and Si-1 from S. The expectations Ei can be evaluated using Eqn. (4). To compute the expectations Ei-l,i one can take advantage of either the forvad or bed view, respectively: Using (i-iii) in the previous lemma, in Eqn. (3) and adding over all rounds, lve obtain the folloting bound for the expected number of operations performed (ignoring constant factors) (~'losr')f(q~-l,s)+f(S)+logp~ f(;;;S). i-1 Finally, substituting f(p,S) = plSl + p'K(S), we obtain the bound ISI log ISI + K(S).
Bound on I/O Operations.
In the case K(S) # 0, a sorting operation is not used in the Clean-up; then the total number of %/Os in the i-th round is bounded by [!?'!I + q.
In the case 1<(S) = 0, a sorting operation is used in the Clean-up; then the tot al number of IfOs in the i-th round is bounded by sort( 12': I) + m.
In both cases, using the results above and adding up over all founds, the bound n log, n + L results.
C Arrangement of Segments in the Plane C.l
Step 3 Let, us assume that. the graph Q-1 describing the vertical adjaccncies betv;een the trapezoids of T+1 is available (a node in Gi,1 corresponds to a trapezoid in !fi-1 and an QFC in Gi-1 corresponds to an adjacency through a vertical edge between two trapezoids in T&r). Let. us consider an arc in G+r directed according to the left to right ordering of the corresponding trapezoids. This is an acyclic ordering, so r:e can choose a linear cstension (i.e., topological sort) and traverse G+1 according to that, order. Usually, performing such an ordering on a generic graph is not. I/O-efficient, but. here vie esrloit the fact that in these earlier rounds (i < 1), the underlying graph G+r has small aizc and thus v;e can afford to pay even one I/O per visited node. Hence, r:e can compute this ordering by adopting a st.andard internal-memory algorithm which pays one I/O per step, and thus requires a number of I/OS linear in the size of the graph G+1, that. is lGI-rl = ITi-I/OS (this term is hidden by the near I/O-bounds). We can then proceed to visit the trapezoids Figure 4 : Adjacency graph according to the induced order. .%t a generic step of the traver-:al, c'e eav that. an arc of G. *-r is waiting if its starting node has been visited but its ending node is yet. to be visited; we dso say that the corresponding vertical edge is waiting and that the trapezoid currently under consideration is acts're. We assume that the trapezoids r in Tp are stored with a particular order: First appear those trapezoids t,hat touch the left vertical edge in order from top to bottom, then those that do not touch the vertical edges, and then those that touch the right vertical edge from top to bottom. During the visit. of Gi-1, as the next active trapezoid d E Ti-1 is considered, we take the (ordered) list of trapezoids which are still not wmpIeted and thus are associated with the one or the two v:aiting vertical edges er and e2 (the neighbors of u on the left). We merge these lists wit,h the (ordered) list of trapezoids of To, by taking O((/TQI/B) + 1) I/OS, since the first tea lists are surely smaller than the latter. As a result, some now trapezoids in Ti are completed, some are completely inside o, some other are started, and still others continue (i.e., stab a). The not completed trapezoids are stored on the disk, associated with the (at most. tv:o) vertical caiting edges to the right of u (thus preseming the invariant). Therefore, the overall I/O-cost of merging trapezoids in the Tg's to get Ti is &Ti-l [yl.
Within the same I/O-bound, it is possible to compute the next graph Gi, thus preserving the invariant. We are left r.ith the problem of computing the conflict lists for T(Si), which are large, and thus must be managed properly. As before, we assume that the trapezoids r in To are stored in a particular order and not' have associated their conilict lists. The algorithm visits Gi-1 according to the induced order. When a trapezoid (r E Ti-1 becomes active, the algorithm proceeds by matching the trapezoids in the one or the two corresponding waiting vertical edges cr and ez (the neighbors of u on the left), and updating their conflict lists. Namely, if r was incomplete in ei and matches with T' E T,, then we merge T and 7' by augmenting the conflict list of r with those conflicts of 7' that do not, intersect ei, These conflicts are guaranteed to refer to new segments which don't intersect T and thus have been not yet inserted in its conflict list. This approach allows to merge the conilict lists without wwanning their segments over and over. Clearly, we must pay at hwt one disk access per trapezoid in Tc but this is not much of a problem due to the small size of Gi-r (see considerations above). In conclusion, the number of I/OS necessary to do this mcr&+ process is bounded by the number of trapezoids in Ti,1, in T/ and in Ti, and by the size of all the corresponding conflicts drvided by B. Thus, Step 3 can be performed using a number of I/OS proportional to the total number of blocks of size B required to hold t,he conflict lists T,' [S] , and the resulting conflict lists T@].
C.2 An Algorithm for N ': Al
We describe an algorithm for a set of segments S of size N 5 M. This computation is non-trivial since K can be as large ;*I Ai and, hence, we cannot afford to even construct T(S) complotcly in internal memory. For simplicity, in describing t.ho algorithm we will ignore (in Step 1 below) the deviations in t.ho conflict list sizes resulting from sampling. We can nevertheless cope with them by adopting the cutting technique as we have done for tho general algorithm in Section 3.2.
1. Take a p-sample R from S where p = l/m and compute TO = 7(R) in internal memory. Here, we assume that rnax,,,~~~ N, 5 l/p = v% and this assumption is removed in Scct,ion 3.1. AIEO compute the adjacency graph Go of To and a topological sort Lo (in internal memory). 2. For each s E S compute the conflicts with TO by walking on it in internal memory and by storing the conflicts on the disk Gd thoy are determined. Then sort all these conflicts to bring to&w tho ones corresponding to S,, for each u E To, accord& to ordering Lo. 3. For each u E TO compute To = 7(&) in internal memory (GCQ assumption in Step 1). 4. Obtain 7(S) from the collection of TV's, where u E To. Firat, traverse Go according to the ordering Lo, and assign addrcsxs to the trapezoids r E T(S) by loading in turn the Tm's (if a trapezoid T E 7(S) is divided into many pieces in To, then only the piccc appearing first is given an address). Then, the different, pieces of each T E?(S) are brought together using'sorting. At this point, all the nieces of T E 71s) can find out the final address of T bv a simple &an. Subsequently, me undo the sort so that each t,rapczoid can determine the address of its neighbors. This information is propagated to all trapezoid pieces by again sorting, scanning and undoing the sorting. Finally, a traversal of Go according to the ordering LO, is used to write the resulting adjacency graph of w3.
We show that the total number of I/OS is O(alog, n -+ b). The critical part is to verify that the sort in Steps 2 and 4 con be performed within this bound. Indeed, the nurnbcr of aortcd items is equal to the number of conflicts and its espcctcd value is N + (l/m)K.
Hence, using the sorting algorithm in PO], the expected number of I/OS is (ignoring constants):
72 + k/m) log,@ + k/&i7) = nlog,(n + k/x@ + I;/&i?log,(n -l-r+6$.
First note that the second term is always O(h) because log,,(n + ?+m))l&il= G(l), and that this term is dominant if /;/xm > n. On the other hand, if /z/&? 5 n, then the llmt term kr O(alog, n). Therefore, the expected number of I/OS is indeed O(nlog, 7z + k).
